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Shemini / Yom HaShoah / Yom HaAtzmaut 5773/2013 

Delivered by Rabbi Noah Arnow on April 6, 2013 

 

Monday night and Tuesday, the 27th of Nissan, is יום השואה, Holocaust Remembrance 

Day, and it is followed just eight days later on the 5th of Iyyar by יום העצמאות, Israel 

Independence Day.  I want to talk today with you about the connections between these two 

dates, both historically, and theologically—why are they arranged the way they are, and what’s 

the meaning of going from Yom Hashoah to Yom HaAtzmaut a week later.   

 We often assume that the order of things in Jewish life matter—whether the order of 

the steps in the seder, the blessing and prayers in the Siddur, the order of things in the Torah, 

or in the Jewish calendar.  We suppose that it was constructed this way intentionally.  And in 

some cases, whether ordered by God or human, the order of things was purposeful.  But then 

we get to the case of Yom HaShoah, followed exactly a week later by Yom HaAtzmaut.   

So how did these two observances come to be on these particular days?  Yom 

HaAtzmaut is easy—it commemorates the declaration of statehood by David Ben Gurion in on 

May 14, 1948, which was the 5th of Iyyar on the Jewish calendar, and is observed now on the 5th 

of Iyyar, this year April 16-17.   

The calendaring of Yom HaShoah was much more complicated though.  The debate 

about what day should commemorate the Holocaust took place in Israel between 1948 and 

1951.  The first real suggestion that gained traction came from group of ex-ghetto fighters, 

partisans, and members of the underground resistance to the Nazis. They suggested April 19, 

which was the day the Warsaw Ghetto uprising began—the largest uprising against the Nazis 

over the entire course of the Shoah.  But Israeli Zionists wanted it to be the Hebrew date, which 

was the 15th of Nissan, which the Orthodox had huge problems with, because that would mean 

that every year, we would commemorate the Holocaust on the first night and day of Pesach, as 

the Warsaw ghetto uprising began on the first night of Pesach.  So a compromise had to be 

reached.   

The Orthodox wanted it to be sometime after the month of Passover—after Nissan, 

which, traditionally, is a time of joy, while the following month, Iyyar, is a month tinged with 

more sadness in Jewish history.  But other Israelis wanted it preceding Yom HaAtzmaut—not 

after.  So an agreement, according to legend, with much under the table negotiation, was 

reached to make Yom HaShoah as late in Nissan as possible, while still sufficiently before Yom 

HaAtzmaut.  So, the 27th of Nissan, eight days before Independence Day, was chosen as a 

compromise.  The Orthodox were still not thrilled, but to assuage them some, it was decided 

that Yom HaShoah would be observed so it could never fall on Friday or Saturday, around 

Shabbat, so as not to mourn on Shabbat.  

In this case, having these two commemorations separated by eight days was no one’s 

vision, but rather, it was a sort of compromise.  So maybe we cannot derive great meaning from 
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their proximity to each other on the calendar.  But on the other hand, we have to live and 

observe and commemorate Yom HaShoah and Yom HaAtzmaut each year, and for me at least, 

it’s very hard for these two days not to speak to each other, somehow, to have no connection.  

Their calendaring may be accidental, but nonetheless we each have to figure out how to make 

sense of moving from mourning to joy as we pass from Yom HaShoah to Yom HaAtzmaut.   

But what’s the thematic, theological connection between these two commemorations?  

What’s the meaning of having them just a week apart? If you think about it, one way to 

understand what each of these days commemorates or celebrates is two cultures, two 

civilizations—one that has been destroyed, wiped from the face of the earth, and the other that 

reaches new heights every day and every year.  This is to say that on Yom HaShoah, we mourn 

that which was destroyed, and on Yom HaAtzmaut, we celebrate and give thanks for that which 

thrives.   

This is not my own idea, but rather, seems to be hinted at by Abraham Joshua Heschel, 

who was one of the greatest Jewish thinkers and theologians of the 20th century.  He was a 

scion of a Hasidic dynasty, a product of Eastern European Jewry who grew up in Poland and 

earned a Ph.D. in Berlin.  He escaped Germany in the late 1930s but lost much of his family and 

really his whole world in the Shoah.   

Heschel wrote two relevant books, one about Eastern European Jewry, and the other 

about Israel.  The first, written in the late 1940s, is a beautiful small book called The Earth Is the 

Lord’s: The Inner World of the Jew in Eastern Europe.  (He gave it first as lectures in Yiddish.)  In 

it, he tries to recreate in brief sketches, the inner life and world of the society he had known, of 

the society and culture that Hitler quite successfully killed.   

He says, “It is customary in the modern world to evaluate a period by its progress in 

general civilization, by the quality of its books, by the number of universities, by the artistic 

accomplishments, and by the scientific discoveries made therein.  As Jews, … we evaluate 

history by different criteria, namely, by how much refinement there is in the life of a people, by 

how much spiritual substance there is in its everyday existence…. The extent to which 

inwardness, compassion, justice and holiness are to be found in the daily life of the masses.”  

Heschel comes to the conclusion that in the period of Eastern European Jewry, “Our people 

attained the highest degree of inwardness.  I feel justified in saying that it was the golden 

period in Jewish history, in the history of the Jewish soul.”   

This peak of Jewish spiritual existence was extinguished, and Heschel might suggest that 

one way to observe Yom HaShoah is to remember what was lost—the individual lives, the 

names, but also the culture, the way of life, the pinnacle of Jewish existence that was lost.  

A few weeks after the Six Day War in June or 1967, Heschel visited Israel, and was so 

overwhelmed by the spirit he encountered there that he wrote another book, Israel: An Echo of 

Eternity, where he works through the religious significance of the land and State of Israel.  

“What is the meaning of the State of Israel?” Heschel asks.  “Its sheer being is its message,” he 
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says. And, I would argue, the civilization that Israel has grown into, its economy, its scientific 

and scholarly accomplishments, its vibrant culture, and its remarkable Jewish spiritual life, are 

reason for celebration.   

And what would Heschel have to say about moving from grief to joy, from Yom HaShoah 

to Yom Haatzmaut?  He says, “The State of Israel is not an atonement.  It would be blasphemy 

to regard it as a compensation.  However, the existence of Israel reborn makes life less 

unendurable.  It is a slight hinderer of hindrances to believing in God…. Israel enables us to bear 

the agony Auschwitz without radical despair, to sense a ray of God’s radiance in the jungles of 

history.”  Israel is not a result of or a compensation for or even a reaction to the Holocaust, but 

the sheer existence of Israel does make life after the Holocaust more livable for the Jew today.   

It may be through an historical accident that Yom HaShoah leads us into Yom 

HaAtzmaut, but we have to deal with it, and it can teach us something.  It can teach us how in 

our own times of grief, of suffering, it is possible for sorrow to lessen, for our despair to lift a 

bit.  Perhaps the lesson of these holidays is that if we can understand that the Jewish people 

travel from darkness to light in a week, that we can each have a bit of faith that that there is 

light even when it is dark, even if we don't know where that light could come from.  That week 

can be a week of shiva for those who perished in the Shoah and a week of mourning for all that 

was lost, including much faith in goodness itself.  And at the end of that week of shiva, we take 

a walk around the block, and we see the birth of something new, of Israel, a new country, full of 

beauty, spirit, exuberance, and life.   

May we remember and mourn deeply on Yom HaShoah, may we celebrate with 

profound joy on Yom HaAtzmaut, and may the week in between bring us all some measure of 

faith that light can come after dark.   


